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Abstract: A new evaluation method of the parameter measurement risk based on reliability 
design is present in the paper. Based on the Weight Estimation and reliability model, the 
calculated model of measurement risk probability is described. The equipment’s 
measurement reliability and system’s reliability design are fully taken into account in this 
approach. It provides a theoretical support for the quantitative assessment of parameter 
measurement risk. And this modeling would be a helpful step to the performance valuation 
of measuring systems. 

1. Introduction

The value of parameter usually is got by measurement. The error and uncertainty which is with
the measurement is unequal to zero. While the nonzero error or uncertainty is more the allowable 
limit, a series of negative cases such as loss would be brought out. The probability of negative cases 
by measurement is its risk [1]. The measurement risk probability can be described by Equation 1 
[2]. 

v=1-R        (1) 

Where v is risk probability of parameter measurement, R is reliability of parameter measurement, 
and is probability for the value of parameter within its limits as well. 

Eq. 1 shows that the risk probability could be calculated by its reliability. In “direct 
measurement”, the reliability of parameter measurement is mainly determined by the equipments 
which are used to measure the parameter. But the measurement reliability is also affected by its 
design level with the more complicated calculation models and more reliability design. The paper 
gives a new algorithm for parameter measurement risk. The influences of its design factors for the 
parameter measurement reliability are fully considered in this paper.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the reliability formula of 
equipments based on Weight Estimation. The optimized reliability model of ship equipments based 
on reliability design is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the risk evaluation model of the 
parameter measurement based on reliability design for ships. Finally, Section 5 gives an example 
and Section 6 concludes this paper. 
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2. Reliability model of equipments based on Weight Estimation 

Reliability of test equipment can be estimated by the probability of which the parameters within 
the definite limits during the providing time. The reliability value will reduce over time. It is means 
the probability of which the parameter goes beyond the limits will increase [3]. Reliability models 
are reliability block diagram and mathematics models that built to predict and evaluate reliability of 
test equipment based on its parameters. At present, most of models are built by the distribution of its 
break-down. This reliability model of equipment takes full account of the influence factors to the 
reliability by the weight estimation method [4,5] based on its break-down distribution. 

2.1 The coefficient of the main influence factor for test equipment’s reliability, c 

The main influence factors are features of equipment, performance specifications and its 
operational environment [6]. The relationship between them can be described by Equation 2. 
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Where c1 is the coefficient of the feature, c2 represents the specification and c3 means operational 

environment, 
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includes the coefficients of the other factors, n is the number of the factors. In 

special application, n=3， 
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=0. The number of the factors, n, can be more according to actual 

condition. 
Within restriction of hypotheses, the influence of factors could be confirmed by its situations. 

Otherwise, the influence of all the factors is approximately the same. And the coefficients are equal. 

2.2 The weight of the main influence factor for test equipment’s reliability, w 

Each of the factors has its own elements. Such as the features could be work principle, structure 
or material. The specifications include max permissible error, repeatability and stability etc. the 
operational environment could be environmental conditions, use frequency or maintenance. The 
elements are analyzed and evaluation for 0 to 1. Lower score means the influence of the feature to 
the reliability more negative. The relationship between the weights of the factors can be described 
by Equation 3. 
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Where wi is the weight of the factor, wij is the value of the element, m is the number of the 
elements for the factor. 

2.3 The reliability of test equipment, R 

According to the coefficients and weights above, the reliability of test equipment, R0, can be 
calculated by the formula below with its distribution model of break-down character. 
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Where R0 is the reliability of test equipment, r(t) is the distribution model of break-down 
character. Without restriction of hypotheses, wi equals to 1, and R0 is as same as r(t). 
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3. The optimized reliability model of ship equipments based on reliability design 

Along with the rapid development of industry, the reliability design principles have been widely 
used in product development. The point of these principles is finding the weaknesses or troubles of 
the systems from three aspects: the units, the relationship between units and environment, then 
taking measures to remove or improve the matters. Therefore, the widely application of reliability 
principles in ships has a great effect to the weights, w. 

There are mainly three methods of design for ship reliability [7]. The first method is trouble 
prevention for unit, which includes the derating and margin designs. The second way is trouble 
prevention for system, such as the redundancy and fault-tolerant designs. The last one is 
environmental impact minimization, which can be the analyses of environmental loads or 
environment protection design [2].   

3.1 The influence of margin design to the weight of the feature w1 

In the field of mechanical reliability design, the concept of margin is to add a safety factor which 
is more than 1, trying to make sure no fault happened [7]. The margin design increases the influence 
of the feature. And the relationship is as follow. 

w′1= w1×k                                                                   (5) 

where w1 is the weight of the feature, w′1 is the weight of the feature with the margin designs, 
and k is the safety factor of which the value is more than 1.  

3.2 The influence of derating design to the weight of the specification w2 

For the lower basic fault rate and better work reliability, the stress of electricity and temperature 
for the equipment should be lower than their ratings. It is the derating design. The derating design 
increases the influence of the specification. And the relationship is as follow. 

w′2= w2/λ                                                                    (6) 

Where w2 is the weight of the specification, w′2 is the weight of the specification with the 
derating designs, and λ is the derating factor of which the value is less than 1.  

3.3 The influence of environment protection design to the weight of the operational 
environment w3 

The environment protection design is taking measures to make sure the equipments can wok 
safely in multitude and complicated environmental conditions. The approach is to identify its 
environment loads and improve or adapt them. The environment protection design increases the 
influence of the operational environment. And the relationship is as follow. 

w′3= w3×η                                                                   (7) 

Where w3 is the weight of the operational environment, w′3 is the weight of the operational 
environment with the environment protection designs, and η is the environment protection degree of 
which the value is more than 1.  

The conditions are comprehensive. So is the environment protection design. The thermal, 
pressure, electromagnetic and space radiation environment design are the environment protection 
design principles used commonly [7]. The relationship between them is as follow. 
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Where ηi is the degree of each environment protection design, p is the number of environment 
protection design principles used. 

3.4 The reliability model of ship’s system based on its reliability design 

According to the formula 5 to 8 above, the reliability model optimized is as follow [8, 9]. 
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Where R′ is the optimized reliability of equipment, c1 is the coefficient of the feature for 
equipment, w1 is the weight of the feature, c2 is the coefficient of the specification, w2 is the weight 
of the specification, c3 is the coefficient of the operational environment, w3 is the weight of the 
operational environment, k is the safety factor of which the value is more than 1, λ is the derating 
factor of which the value is less than 1, η is the environment protection degree of which the value is 

more than 1, 
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 is the weighted sums of other factors, n is the number of the influence factors, 

and r(t) is the distribution model of break-down character. 
According to Eq. 9, without the special application, n equals to 3, 
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 is zero. k equals to 1 

while there is no margin design.  λ equals to 1 while there is no derating. η equals to 1 while there 
is no environment protection. And without restriction of hypotheses, w1, w2, and w3 are all equaling 
to 1. Then R equals to r(t). 

4. The risk evaluation model of the parameter measurement based on reliability design for 
ships 

In the redundancy design of measurement, more than one test equipment are used to measure the 
value of certain parameter, for the value we get reliability and exactly. The reliability model of the 
measurement structure can be approximated by parallel model. The reliability model of the 
parameter measurement for ship system is as follow [7]. 
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Where R is the measurement reliability of parameter, R′k is the measurement reliability of test 
equipment, q is the number of test equipments measuring the parameter. 

Assuming the equipments have the same measurement principles and are independence, the 
reliability model of parameter measurement is as follow. 

  R=1-(1-R’)q                                                             (11) 

According to Eq. 1 and Eq. 9, the risk probability of parameter measurement based on reliability 
design can be calculated by the formula below. 
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Where v is the risk probability of parameter measurement based on reliability design, c1 is the 
coefficient of the feature for equipment, w1 is the weight of the feature, c2 is the coefficient of the 
specification, w2 is the weight of the specification, c3 is the coefficient of the operational 
environment, w3 is the weight of the operational environment, k is the safety factor of which the 
value is more than 1, λ is the derating factor of which the value is less than 1, η is the environment 
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protection degree of which the value is more than 1, 
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is the weighted sums of other factors, 

n is the number of the influence factors, r(t) is the distribution model of break-down character, q is 
the number of test equipments measuring the parameter 

According to Eq. 12, without the special application, n equals to 3, 
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is zero. k equals to 1 

while there is no margin design.  λ equals to 1 while there is no derating. η equals to 1 while there 
is no environment protection. And without restriction of hypotheses, w1, w2, and w3 are all equaling 
to 1. Then R equals to r(t). 

5. The example of the model

The reliability design indexes of certain ship system are list in the table below.

Tab. 1  The index of reliability design for the parameter measurement 

No. Reliability design principle Reliability design index Value Note
1 Redundancy design p 2 
2 Derating design λ 0.9 
3 Environment protection design η 1.09 
4 Margin design k 1 

Assuming the test equipments for the parameter are all electronic products, the relationship 
between the reliability parameter of the equipment and the operating time has an exponential 
distribution [10, 11]. According to Eq. 11, the risk probability of the parameter without restriction of 
hypotheses can be calculated as follow. 
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=(1-1.07e-θt)2  

Upon the risk probability above, the risk can be got by evaluating the degree of the risk. 
Analyzing the acceptability of the risk is helpful to make the measures to control the troubles. 
Meanwhile, the rationality of the specification of the parameter can be appraised based on the risk 
probability value.  

6. Conclusions

Based on the engineering application, a risk evaluation approach focused on the parameter
measurement is discussed in the paper. And the reliability model based on ship structure and the 
features of reliability design methods are considered in the algorithm. The engineering and 
reliability design factors added in the model makes it more exact and applicability. This algorithm 
would be a helpful step to the risk probability evaluation from different aspects. There would be 
further study in the evaluation method for the weight of the main influence factor. 
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